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ABSTRACT

The polymer blend laminated Nano composites have emerged as a new class of materials largely due to their new and often much
improved mechanical, thermal, electrical, and optical properties .Fibers reinforced polymer blends Nano composites is an
important materials for structural application. In the present work, (the modified epoxy resin with (2% natural rubber: 5%PMMA)
reinforced with (SiO2 and TiO2) Nano particles individually) were used as the matrix for the preparation of two groups of hybrid
laminated composites materials, reinforced with different types of fibers (13%E-glass fibers and 13%Kevlar fibers). Therefore, the
result shows an enhancement in mechanical properties of the composites such as tensile strength, flexural, impact and fracture
toughness. These composites were characterized for morphology using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the results indicates
that a good adhesion or interfacial interactions among the fibers, matrix and Nano particles powders. As well as results indicates
that, the mechanical properties like tensile strength, flexural strength and flexural modulus are high in case of [(EP: 2%NR:
5%PMMA):0.5%SiO2] composite reinforced with (13%wt G.F or 13%wt K.F) compare to [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA):3%TiO 2]
reinforced with same type and ratios of fiber (13%wt G.F or 13%wt K.F fibers). The fracture energy of the of hybrid laminated
composites is higher than those containing only nanoparticles powders. Morphology test by scanning electron microscope
indicates that the composites have higher degree of fiber orientation under the stress, which results in higher fiber efficiency
factor and hence higher mechanical strength. So hybrid laminated fiber composites which appear high toughness and strength can
be foreseen to provide valuable contribution to high performance structural applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Composite materials are engineered materials made from two or more constituent materials with significantly
different physical or chemical properties which remain separate and distinct on a macroscopic level within the
finished structure. There are two categories of constituent materials: matrix and reinforcement [1]. The epoxy
resin are considered to be one of the most important classes of thermosetting polymers, they are now widely
used as high performance thermosetting resins in several industrial applications [2].
The laminated composites materials commonly used in the design of high performance structures, laminated
composite material can provide not only high structural performance, but also reduce drastically the direct and
or operational costs of such structures[3]. The properties of a hybrid composite mainly depend upon the fiber
content, length of individual fibers, orientation, extent of admixture of fibers, fiber to matrix bonding and
To Cite This Article: Sihama Issa Salih, Wafaa Mahdi Salih, Masara A. Abdul hameed., Preparation and Characterization of
Polymers Blends Hybrid Nano composites for Structural Applications. Advances in Natural and Applied Sciences. 10(15);
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arrangement of both the fibers. The strength of the hybrid composite is also dependent on the failure strain of
individual fibers [4].
Modified epoxy matrix contains diglycidyl ether of bisphenol to which the thermoplastic
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and the elastomer, poly (acrylonitrile-co-butadiene) rubber (NBR) have been
added and cured with a stoichiometric quantity of 4,4’-diaminodiphenyl methane (DDM). Result in an increase
in mechanical properties of the composite. These results indicate that coir can be used as a potential reinforcing
material for this modified epoxy matrix and the composites so prepared may find use in low load bearing
applications [5].
cured Epoxy System filled with Glass fiber and containing aerosil are synthesized by high shear mechanical
mixer, and then kept in an ultra-sonicator for better dispersion of aerosil (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 gm wt.) was
incorporated into the epoxy matrix in order to evaluate the influence of the aerosil fillers on Mechanical and
Thermal, properties. The system was processed by wet hand-layup technique for making the test specimens.
Flexural strength, flexural modulus, tensile strength and modulus were increased correspondingly up to 4 gm wt.
for reinforced glass fiber epoxy filled with Nano filler and similarly for 0.4 gm wt. for reinforced glass fiber
epoxy filled with aerosil, respectively, and decreases with further addition of filler contents [6].
The researchers Arpitha G R1 et al, have prepared polymer Composites with natural fibers and fillers as a
sustainable alternative material for some engineering applications, particularly in aerospace applications and
automobile applications are being investigated. Sisal/glass/Sic fiber reinforced epoxy composites are prepared
and their mechanical properties are evaluated. Results showed that the composites without filler better results
compared to the composites with silicon carbide filler [7]. The effect of glass fiber and calcined temperature of
rice husk ash on the mechanical properties of epoxy hybrid composite was studied. The results show that the
tensile strength, bending strength and impact strength increased with increasing the calcined temperature of rice
husk ash and the best calcining temperature is 1300 oC, grinding rice husk before burning led to a decrease in
mechanical properties [8].
Modified epoxy resin with PMMA and Poly (acrylonitrile-co-butadiene) rubber was used as the matrix for
the preparation of glass fiber reinforced composites. The resulted show an enhancement in mechanical
properties of the composite such as tensile, flexural, Hence these composites which exhibit high toughness,
strength and dimensional stability can be envisaged to provide valuable contribution to high performance
structural applications [9]. In (2015) H. R. Saliu1 et al. have studied the epoxy resin and fibers loading were
used in optimizing the strength at which ABS/epoxy coated kenaf fiber (EKF) composites would perform
apparently during mechanical stress. The results showed the optimum level of tensile strength with thermoset
and fiber loading as well as increase in strong interfacial bonding while the hardness values increased with
increasing thermosetting and fiber contents. Both the tensile and flexural modulus apparently increased as the
fiber contents increased [10]. M. Landowski and K. Imielińska, have studied the Impact behavior of glass fiber
/epoxy composites with nano- SiO2 modified resin. For unmodified composite peak force was higher than for
3% of modified specimens. Fiber fracture was observed at 3J impact energy in all dry unmodified samples [11].
In (2015) Y. Dobah et al , the effect of polyethylene weight fraction on tensile and impact properties of the
carbon fabric reinforced epoxy composite material. The results showed the tensile strength has been improved
by the lowest used ratio of polyethylene additive while, all the hybrid composites exhibit higher tensile ductility.
On the other hand, the Izod impact strength showed degradation in impact properties for the hybrid composites
[12].
The thermo-mechanical behaviors were investigated experimentally for two systems of glass fiber
reinforced epoxy composites: with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and without CNTs. An experimental campaign
which involves 4 layers laminates was conducted. A manufacturing process using hand lay-up technique
followed by hot pressing techniques was used to produce glass fiber-reinforced laminates with the epoxy matrix
and with the CNT based epoxy matrix. The dynamic properties of laminated composites reveal that the E′ value
of GFCE sample is enhanced by more than 38% when compared to the GFE sample. The young’s modulus and
storage modulus of the GFCE sample is enhanced due to the presence of CNTs and CNTs-epoxy and CNTsglass fiber interaction. The Tg for GFCE is shifted to the higher temperatures, because the movement of epoxy
backbone is restricted by CNTs and glass fiber [13].
In (2016) H.J. Carrillo-Escalante et al, have studied the fracture behavior of a thermoplastic-modified epoxy
resin reinforced with continuous carbon fibers for two levels of fiber-matrix adhesion was performed. A carbon
fiber with commercial sizing was used and also treated with a known saline, (3-glycidoxy propyl
trimethoxysilane) coupling agent. Toughness was determined using the double cantilever test, together with
surface analysis after failure using scanning electron microscope. The presence of polysulfone particles
improved the fracture behavior of the composite, but fiber-matrix adhesion seemed to play a very important role
in the performance of the composite material. There appeared to be a synergy between the matrix modifier and
the fiber matrix adhesion coupling agent [14].
The aim of the work: is an attempt to give an improvement in some mechanical and physical properties of
the polymer blend Nano hybrid composites, through the preparation of hybrid laminated composites, by adding
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two different types of woven roving fibers and different types Nanoparticles powders in the ternary polymer
blend.
2-(Experimental part):
Epoxy resin type (EUXIT 50 KI) was used as the matrix it was provided from (Al- Rakaez Building
Materials in Amman) made in Egypt Arabic, Epoxy resin of a trade mark (Euxit 50 KI) is a liquid of low
viscosity resin and its converted to solid stat by adding hardener (Euxit 50 KII) at ratio of (1:3), which were
supplied by Egyptian Swiss chemical industries company. Natural rubber used in the work, RSS-4 Grade Sheets
available from North East India also called India rubber. Poly (methyl meth acrylate) (PMMA) is powder /selfcure acrylic and (MMA) self-cure liquid use in the research is (Panacryl) type 1-class1-iso 1567 produced in
England packaged by Inci Dental in turkey). Nano titanium dioxide particles obtained from Nano Shel Company
/ USA, TiO2 is a white powder, purity (99+ %). (SiO2) Silicon dioxide nanoparticles appear in the form of a
white powder is supplied as partially stabilized particles, which made from (CHINA). The result of particle size
distribution of (TiO2) and (SiO2) nanoparticles is obtained by using AFM is shown in the Figure (1 a and b)
respectively, which shows the average diameter of (TiO2) and (SiO2) were (65.91nm) and (28.95nm)
respectively. The E-glass fiber used in this research made from (Mowding LTD. UK Company) and The Kevlar
49 fiber made by (E. I. DuPont De Nemours and Company), this type of fiber has a yellow color.

Fig. 1: AFM Test of nanoparticles (a) TiO2 and (b) SiO2.
2.1 preparations of samples:
Hand lay-out technique was used to prepare the hybrid laminated composites specimens; a mold of size
(250×250×5) mm was made from Aluminum material. The inner face of the mold was packed with a layer of
thermal nylon papers made of a polyvinyl alcohol substance. the matrix which consist of (epoxy resin, NR and
PMMA) it was prepared as follow; adding natural rubber material to the base material, then add PMMA powder
according to the weight fractions (5%PMMA, 2%NR) and then adding the reinforced materials nanoparticles
(TiO2, SiO2) According to the selected ratios (0.5%,1.5% and 3%), finally add the hardener of the epoxy and
monomer liquid (MMA) to the mixture with continuous mixing at room temperature. .Woven mat fibers was cut
in square shaped with dimensions slightly less than the dimensions of the mold to avoid the exposure of fiber to
the environment. For the purpose of completing the process of hardening all samples were left inside the mold
for a period of (24hr) at room temperature. All the specimens were then post cured in an oven at 50°C then the
plate were cut off and machined according to standard specifications to produce samples conforming for
mechanical properties test.
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2.2 Mechanical and physical tests:
Tensile test samples were cut according to ASTM D 638 [15]. The machine used for the testing of tensile
properties is micro computer controlled electronic universal testing machine (model WDW 200 E) made in
China. The test was conducted at a cross head speed of (5mm/min) at ambient temperature. Three specimens
where used for most tests and final results represent the average for three specimens it was tested. Bending
behavior was tested using a three point test instrument, (model WDW 200 E) made in China, this test is
performed according to ASTM D-790-78 [16] at room temperature with velocity (5mm/min). Impact test is
performed at room temperature according to ASTM ISO 179 [17]. Izod Charpy tension impact (measurement
test machines Inc, Amityville-New York). The impact strength (kJ/m2) was calculated by dividing the recorded
absorbed impact energy by the cross-sectional area of the samples, Fracture toughness can be calculated from
the following relationship [17]:Kc= √GcEb
Where:Kc : - Fracture toughness of the sample (N/mm1/2).
Gc : - Impact strength of the material (J/m2).
Eb : - Young Modulus of the material (MPa).

(1)

Hardness test it has been used (Shore D) hardness test the samples were prepared according to ASTM D2240 [18]. Each specimen was tested five times at different positions at same time, and average values were
taken. .
The (FTIR) test is performed according to (ASTM E1252) [19]. By using Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer, model (TENSOR 27) made in Germany, by (Bruker Optics Company). It is equipped with a room
temperature DTGS detector, mid-IR source (4000 to 400) cm-1 and a KBr beam splitter.
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) test, analytical (SEM), model (Tescan VEGA-SB) made in Belgium
are used to examine surface and fracture surface morphology of polymer. To achieve good electric conductivity,
all samples are first sputtered with gold from the surface along the edge.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometers (FTIR) test results for (Epoxy):
Mid infrared spectroscopy has been widely used for characterization of organic compounds. This tests are
used for fully characterization of epoxy resin and polymer blend (Epoxy: NR) as a function of (NR) content in
the blend. The FTIR spectrum of neat epoxy in the frequency range (400-4000 cm-1) is shown in Figure (2), this
spectrum is quiet similar to the reported [20-21]. The Characterization absorptions of epoxies involve three
locations of the oxirane ring (epoxy groups) bands. The first one is located at 3056.77 cm-1 approximately and
is attributed to the C-H tension of the methylene group of the epoxy ring. The second band is located at
915 cm-1, is attributed to the C-O deformation of the oxirane group, The third band is located at 1181.42 cm -1
which is due to C–O stretching of aromatic ring [22-23].
The FTIR spectra of polymers blend (Epoxy-NR) with different ratios of NR (2% and 5%) are shown in
Figure (3), from the infrared spectrum of the polymer blend (Epoxy: NR) no other new peak or peak shifts are
observed, there is a clear decrease in peak intensity for all the characteristic peak with addition NR to the
polymer blend.

Fig. 2: FTIR spectrum for neat epoxy

Fig. 3: FTIR spectrum of (Epoxy: NR) polymer blend
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It is clear from infrared spectrum Figure (4) of the polymer blend (93%Epoxy:2%NR:5%PMMA) do not
reveal any new peak or peak shifts, there is only decrease in peak intensity for all the characteristic peak, and
that may be related to the increase in degree of cross link of epoxy polymer blend [20 -23]. The C=O stretching
usually lies in the region between 1500 to 2000 cm-1 PMMA shows a band at 1722.32 cm-1 assigned to C=O
stretching. C-O stretching frequency is one of the intense bands that appear.

Fig. 4: FTIR spectrum of neat epoxy, Epoxy: 2%NR and (Epoxy: 2%NR: 5%PMMA) Polymer blend
Tensile test results of polymer blends:
The effect of addition different ratios of PMMA on the tensile strength of binary polymers blends
(98%Epoxy: 2%NR) and (95%Epoxy: 5%NR) are shown in Figure (5). It was noticed from these figure that the
addition of PMMA to the binary polymer blend (Epoxy-NR) is increasing in fracture strength of the samples and
reach to the maximum values at 5% PMMA for the ternary polymers blends (Epoxy:2%NR:5%PMMA) and
(Epoxy:5%NR:5%PMMA), and that related to the nature chain structure of PMMA, the substitution of the
methyl and methacrylate groups of every other carbon atom of the main carbon chain of PMMA, and this
provides considerable steric hindrance and thus makes PMMA rigid and relatively strong, as well as the nature
of the interaction reaction and interface between the components of the polymers blend and this acts as an agent
to increase the interfacial reaction and provides an effective compatibility between different phases of polymers
blend (Epoxy:Y%NR:5%PMMA) [23]. Moreover it can be observed that the ternary polymer blend
(Epoxy: 2%NR: 5%PMMA) having higher fracture strength as compared with the ternary polymer blend
(Epoxy: 5%NR: 5%PMMA) and this related to the nature chain structure of Natural rubber, which has high
flexible as compared with other polymeric blends components.
According to the results of the tensile properties of the prepared samples of ternary polymers blends which
mentioned earlier, one sample have been selected from these ternary polymers blends, which have the higher
values of tensile strength, as the best polymer blend matrix which is (Epoxy:2%NR:5%PMMA) . And then
reinforced this sample with Nano particles (SiO2 at mean diameter 28.95nm and TiO2 at mean diameter
65.91nm) to form a polymer blend Nano composite material with different ratio of nanoparticles (0.5%, 1.5%
and 3%wt), then the prepared samples subjected to Tensile tests.

Fig. 5: Fracture strength for (Epoxy: Y %NR: X% PMMA) as a function of PMMA content in polymer blend
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The fracture strength is shown in Figures (6); it was observed from this figure that the addition of SiO 2
nanoparticles decreased in fracture strength with increasing SiO 2 ratios. Whereas the addition of TiO2
nanoparticles increases in fracture strength with increasing the TiO 2 nanoparticles to the ratio larger than
0.3% wt., and that may be related to the nature of consistency between the components of composite prepared,
the decreasing in fracture strength due to nanoparticles agglomeration that cause to increase the space distance
between epoxy chains, so, increasing of free volume space which leads epoxy chains to bear lower forces so the
fracture strength begin to decrease. On the other hand the Nano composite [(Epoxy: 2%NR: 5%PMMA): X%
TiO2] samples have higher values of fracture strength as compared with their counterpart of the other group
[(Epoxy: 2%NR: 5%PMMA): X%SiO2] samples.

Fig. 6: Tensile strength for ternary polymer blend Nano composite (Epoxy: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: % nanoparticle)
as a function of nanoparticle content in composite.
According to fracture strength values mentioned above of ternary polymers blends Nano composites, it was
selected two samples from these Nano composites samples, as a higher values for tensile strength, which are
[(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 0.5%SiO2] and [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 3%TiO2], these selected samples are then
reinforced with different types of fibers glass and Kevlar, which are used in the preparation of hybrid laminated
composites.
(FTIR) test result:
Figures (7) and (8) show the infrared spectra of laminated hybrid Nano composites reinforced with glass
fiber (G.F) or Kevlar fibers (K.F) of the specimens [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 0.5%SiO 2) : G.F or K.F) and
(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 3%TiO2): G.F OR K.F)]. All the characteristics vibration bands of Epoxy (EP) and
((EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA): 0.5%SiO2 or 3%TiO2) Nano-composites are presented in these figures. And the main
characteristics vibration band of EP appears at 3056.77 cm-1 is attributed to the C-H tension of the methylene
group of the epoxy ring. The second band is located at 916 cm-1, is attributed to the C-O deformation of the
oxirane group, The third band is located at 1181.08 cm-1 which is due to C–O stretching of aromatic ring
[22-23 ]. The peaks at (1722.58 and 1723.56) cm-1 for (C=O) and fingerprint at (1434.68 and 1434.39) cm-1 for
(C–O). Other bands are dominated by strong absorption from Si-O-Si bonds in the glass fiber that is in the
region of 900-1100 cm-1. The band at 1734.69cm-1 corresponds to stretching of C=O in esters /carbonyl. Peak at
1106cm-1 are assigned of C-O and Si-O which could indicate the presence silicon oxide compounds [24].
Furthermore, from Figures (7) and(8), no other new peak or peak shifts were observed from these infrared
spectrum of the laminated hybrid Nano composites specimens when addition glass fiber or Kevlar fiber to
composites specimens compared with the spectrum of [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA): 5%SiO 2] and (EP: 2%NR:
5%PMMA: 3%TiO2] as base sample this is due to find physical bond and absence any cross linking in these
specimens. As well as there is a clear decrease in peak intensity for all of characteristic peak with addition glass
fiber or Kevlar fiber to composites specimens [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA): 5%SiO2] (figure (7)). Whereas there is
a clearly from figure (8), very high decrease in peak intensity for all of characteristic peak with addition glass
fiber or Kevlar fiber to composites specimens which have high ratio of TiO2 nanoparticle, and this related to the
added a high ratio of nanoparticles which lead to bad distribution of nanoparticles, and this will be command to
the larger agglomeration of the nanoparticles and that may be driving to increase the stress concentration in
composite materials, as well as a bad wettability between the particles and matrix, especially at high
concentrations, so that the resultant is Nano composite material with weak physical bonding then lower in peak
intensity for all of characteristic peak especially with addition glass fiber or Kevlar fiber to composites
specimens.
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Fig. 7: The Infrared Spectrum for the laminated Nano composite specimens as function of different types of
reinforcing fibers materials.

Fig. 8: The Infrared Spectrum for the Laminated Composite Specimens as Function with the Different Types of
Reinforcing fibers materials.
3.2 Tensile Test:
Figure (9 and10) shows the (stress-strain) curve for all hybrid laminated composites specimens. It can be
noticed that the initial part of the (stress-strain) curves is linear where the specimen behaves in an elastic manner
and eventually develops into non-linear due to the deformation of specimen in plastic manner. Furthermore,
these figures show that the stress increases with the addition G.F or K.F to the best polymer blend Nano
composites. The increase in tensile properties may be attributed to enhance interfacial bonding of fibers and
matrix components as a result of which there has been effective transfer of the load from the matrix to the fibers
[9].
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Fig. 9: the (Stress – Strain) Curve for Hybrid Laminated Nano Composites [Epoxy: 2%NR: 5%PMMA:
0.5%SiO2] Reinforced by Different Types of Fibers

Fig. 10: the (Stress – Strain) Curve for Hybrid Laminated Composites [Epoxy: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 3%TiO 2]
Reinforced by Different Types of Fibers
Figures (11, 12 And 13) shows the comparison between two groups of the best main polymer Nano
composites [Epoxy-NR-PMMA-SiO2] and [Epoxy-NR-PMMA-TiO2] before and after addition of G.F and K.F
in terms tensile properties which are fracture strength ,young’s modulus and elongation at break, respectively. It
can be seen that when adding woven mat of glass fiber or Kevlar fiber in polymer Nano composites, the tensile
properties increases. This could be attributed to the fact that glass fiber and Kevlar fibers are described by their
high tensile strength and resistance to crack propagation compared with the base polymer Nano composites;
therefore the hybrid laminated composite specimens can be carried out higher load [25-26]. It can also be
noticed from these figures that the values of tensile strength increased for all hybrid laminated Nano composite
materials, this is due to the contribution of (SiO 2 or TiO2) nanoparticles and glass fiber and Kevlar fiber to be
carried out of the load applied on the laminated composite specimen, with suitable the nature and weight
fraction of them. In addition to regular and randomly distribution of (SiO 2 and TiO2) particles and ease
penetration the matrix material (polymers blend) through the nanoparticles and fibers, this leads to create fully
interfaces between the matrix material and reinforcing material [27].

Fig. 11: Fracture strength of hybrid laminated Nano composite materials as function of type nanoparticles
(TiO2 or SiO2) and type of woven fibers (G.F. or K.F).
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Fig. 12: Young’s modulus of hybrid laminated Nano composite materials as function of type nanoparticles
(TiO2 or SiO2) and type of woven fibers (G.F. or K.F.)

Fig. 13: Elongation at break of hybrid laminated Nano composite materials as function of type nanoparticles
(TiO2 or SiO2) and type of woven fibers (G.F. or K.F.)
3.3 Flexural Test:
Figures (14, 15 and 16) it was shown that the flexural strength, flexural modulus and maximum shear stress
respectively, was substantially increased by reinforcement the hybrid Nano composites with glass fibers as well
as Kevlar fibers. This increase is related to the good wetting and good adhesion between the interfaces of these
fibers and all constituents of the prepared composites [9].

Fig. 14: Flexural strength of Hybrid Laminated Composite Materials as Function of type nanoparticles
(TiO2 or SiO2) and Type of Woven Fibers

Fig. 15: Flexural modulus of Hybrid Laminated Composite Materials as Function of type nanoparticles
(TiO2 or SiO2) and Type of Woven Fibers
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Fig. 16: Maximum shear stress of Hybrid Laminated Composite Materials as Function of type nanoparticles
(TiO2 or SiO2) and Type of Woven Fibers
3.4 Impact Test:
The improvement in impact strength shall be correlated with toughness enhancement. So on, it can be
observed from Figures (17) and (18) that the impact strength and fracture toughness respectively was increased
when adding the woven mat of glass fiber or Kevlar fiber to the polymer Nano composite, as compared with
matrix of polymers blend Nano composite, and this could be attributed to transferred the load through shear; and
when the shear force exceeds the fiber matrix interaction force, secession will takes place between fiber and
matrix. Fiber fracture will be predominating when the stress level exceeds the fiber stress, and then the fractured
fibers are pulled out the matrix [28].

Fig. 17: Impact strength of Hybrid Laminated Composite Materials as Function of type nanoparticles (TiO2 or
SiO2) and Type of (Woven Fibers)

Fig. 18: Fracture toughness of Hybrid Laminated Composite Materials as Function of type nanoparticles (TiO 2
or SiO2) and Type of (Woven Fibers).
3.5Hardness test:
It was noticed from Figure (19) that the hardness increased of polymer Nano composite (Epoxy-NRPMMA-SiO2). when adding of woven mat of glass fiber or Kevlar fiber to polymer Nano composites, This
could be attributed to the fact that glass fibers and Kevlar fibers are characterized by higher hardness as
compared with hardness values of polymer Nano composite [Epoxy-NR-PMMA-SiO2] and its constituents.
Furthermore, the bonding strength as well as the wettability between polymers blend component from one side
and between all constituents of Nano composites from the other side, and so based on this, that it may be make
harder surface by impeding the matrix motion along the stress direction, therefore that lead to improving the
hardness of the hybrid laminated composite specimens contain on SiO2 Nano particles. On the contrary it was
found that the hardness values of the polymer Nano composite [Epoxy-NR-PMMA-TiO2], it was decreased
when adding G.F or K.F to it, and this attributed to weak wettability and the bonding strength between all
constituents of these composites.
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Fig. 19: Hardness of Hybrid Laminated Composite Materials as Function of TiO 2 or SiO2 nanoparticles and
Type of Woven Fibers (G.F. and K.F.)
3.6Morphology test:
The SEM images of the fracture surface morphology of the [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 0.5%SiO 2):13% G.F]
and [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 0.5%SiO2):13%K.F] composites are shown in Figures (20 a, b, c and d). And the
fracture surface morphology of the [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA): 3%TiO 2):13%G.F] and [(EP: 2%NR:
5%PMMA): 3%TiO2):13%K.F] composites are shown in Figures (21 a, b, c and d) respectively. From these
figures it is found there is a difference in the fracture surface morphology of laminated Nano composites.
Morphological results evidently shown that when polymer Nano composites, were reinforced with the fibers, a
morphological change takes place depending upon the interfacial interaction between matrix constituents and
fibers. The SEM analysis indicates that there was good fiber/matrix interaction for composites which contains
on 0.5% SiO2 nanoparticles as compared with their counterparts of other groups samples which contains on
3%TiO2 nanoparticles, due to less number of voids in the structure, moreover decreased void size caused by
incomplete wetting between fibers and matrix [29].
On the other hand, the homogeneously dispersed, of nanoparticles in laminated Nano composite as shown
in figures (20 and 21). The fracture surface morphology of [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 0.5%SiO 2) reinforcement
with Kevlar fibers as shown in figures (20 c and d) are much smoother fracture surface which seems to indicate
better interfacial adhesion between all components of polymer Nano composites as compared with fracture
surface morphology of the other groups samples composites which reinforced with (3%TiO2) nanoparticles and
glass fibers or Kevlar fibers, so on the improvement results in terms of mechanical properties of the composites
tested is mainly due to the enhancement of adhesion or interfacial interactions among the fibers , matrix and
Nano particles[30].
The Agglomerations in the matrix were observed from the micrographs, these agglomerates area create
stress concentration zones which might act as a crack initiator. The strong attractive fiber van der Waals forces
cause to agglomerate, which reduces the strength of the Nano composite by stress concentration effect. Both disagglomeration and dispersion in resins depend on the relative van der Waals forces, curvature, and on the
relative surface energy versus that of the resin. Figure (20) it was found that the resin was distributed uniformly
over the fabric, and the interfacial bonding between matrix and fiber was very good. Resin flow and
impregnation of the fibers can be observed in the SEM micrographs.
Very little fibers pulls out suggests that the epoxy matrix has been efficient in holding on to the fibers. In
addition most fibers on the fractured surface were oriented in the flowing direction of the molding (fig 20 a).
This indicates that the composites have higher degree of fiber orientation under the stress, which results in
higher fiber efficiency factor and hence higher mechanical strength [9]. The fracture surfaces of the polymers
blend Nano composites, reinforced with SiO2 nanoparticle and Kevlar fiber (fig 20). It is observed that the
predominant mechanism for fracture of the composite is matrix/fiber interface debonding, brittle fracture of
fibers and fiber pull out. This may be because of weak bond between matrix and fibers [31].
Examination of fractured surfaces can provide information related to fiber-matrix interface adhesion.
Morphological results show that there was a proper intimate mixing of fibers with the matrix blend thus
synthesized.
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Fig. 20: SEM Images of the Fracture Surface Morphology for polymer Nano composites (a and b) (EP: 2%NR:
5%PMMA: 0.5%SiO2):13% G.F] and (c, d) [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 0.5%SiO2):13%K.F] at different
Magnification ((a, c) at X=500 and (b, d) at X=1000)

Fig. 21: SEM Images of the Fracture Surface Morphology for polymer Nano composites (a and b) (EP: 2%NR:
5%PMMA: 3%TiO2):13% G.F] (c, d) [(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA: 3%TiO2):13%K.F] at different
Magnification (a, c) at X=500 and (b, d) at X=1000)
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Conclusion:
In the present work, attempts are made to develop polymer blend Nano composites with desirable properties
by adding two types of fibers at the same ratio to it. It has been observed that addition (glass or Kevlar fibers) at
13% wt. to the polymer Nano composites matrix has enhanced e mechanical properties of the hybrid laminated
composites such as tensile strength ,impact strength and fracture toughness, flexural properties, . So, it has been
observed that the modified epoxy matrix with polymers blends (NR and PMMA) may be considered as an
excellent matrix for potential composite preparations. Hence this modify in epoxy matrix may be used to
develop various other composites containing different reinforcing materials. The substantial enhancement in the
mechanical properties of the hybrid laminated composites does indicate good adhesion between the constituents
of these composites (matrix, fiber and nanoparticles powders). From this work, it was concludes that, the
mechanical properties like tensile strength, flexural strength and flexural modulus are high in case of
[(EP: 2%NR: 5%PMMA):0.5%SiO2] composite reinforced with 13%wt (G.F or K.F) compare to [(EP: 2%NR:
5%PMMA):3%TiO2] reinforced with 13%wt (G.F or K.F). The SEM analysis for laminated Nano composites
which contains on 0.5% SiO2 nanoparticles gives much smoother fracture surface which seems to indicate better
interfacial adhesion between all components of polymer hybrid laminated Nano composites. Morphology test by
scanning electron microscope indicates that the composites have higher degree of fiber orientation under the
stress, which results in higher fiber efficiency factor and hence higher mechanical strength.
The fracture energy of hybrid laminated composites is higher than those containing only nanoparticles
powders. So the concept of combining Nanocomposites with ternary polymer blends as a matrix material
reinforced with fiber reinforcement, as new composite materials, it is expected to be successful in terms of:
lighter, stronger and cheaper structures for the goals of materials science and engineering applications.
Future works:
Study the mechanical and physical properties under different conditions which are (effect of accelerated
weathering (UV radiation and Moisture in sequentially) and water absorption (immersion in distilled water at
different condition)). Comparative study for using the different types systems of reinforcing materials
(fibers and particles) on the mechanical and thermal properties of modified epoxy resin and studying other
properties like, wear creep at different temperature and sound insulation of the epoxy base composite material.
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